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1. Introduction

Rolling of flat metal products is a complex process where the quality of the product is influenced by various factors like incoming material, mechanical and electrical equipment, lubrication and control strategies. One of the critical feature for assessing the quality of the rolled metal strip is the cross-sectional strip thickness profile. The profile of thin strip must be controlled during rolling to maintain the dimensional quality that customers require. During rolling the profile is controlled by an advanced shape control rolling mill where the work rolls simultaneously cross and shift during asymmetrical rolling; this method is one that used to control the strip profile during rolling. Researchers have developed a variety of advanced control rolling mills to improve the shape and profile of strip, in one of which the strip profile is controlled by varying the shape of the gap between the work rolls, this is called the roll gap profile. Controlling the roll gap profile is possible on mills equipped with work roll crossing, and in the combination of roll axial shifting and asymmetrical rolling. A roll crossing mill controls the thickness across the strip while roll shifting improves the roll bending which in turn reduces the edge drop, while maintaining uniform wear and the thermal crown on the work rolls. At the same time, asymmetrical rolling can dramatically decrease the rolling force due to the cross shear region between the backward slip zone and the forward slip zone, as shown in Fig. 1(a), and it can also reduce the edge drop while the crown on strip becomes smaller. Researchers have studied how the rolling parameters affect the shape and profile of rolled strip. The ability of a work roll crossing and shifting mill to control the crown and its subsequent effect on rolling mechanics are also discussed.

The system of asymmetrical cold rolling with work roll crossing shown in Fig. 1 is a metal forming process where different peripheral velocities (V₁ and V₂) exist between the two rolls due to variations in their diameters (R₁ and R₂), and where both work rolls are in contact under a crossed and shifting state, as shown in Fig. 1(a &b). This combined multiple shape control system is a highly efficient method of controlling the shape and profile of cold rolled strip.

†Corresponding author
This study aims to present our contribution towards an illumination of the thickness accuracy control in thin strip cold rolling by experimental approach. The experiments have been carried out on a 4-high Hille 100 rolling mill revamped for the purpose of research with a work roll crossing and shifting system. The confirmatory tests were performed by modifying an ordinary cold rolling mill to work roll crossing and shifting system. The specification for the test mill is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification for the 4-high asymmetrical rolling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mill system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work roll crossing and shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°, 0.5°, 1.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-16 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper work roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter = 63mm, length = 250 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down work roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter = 76mm, length = 250 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter = 228mm, length = 250 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Results and discussion
The strip shape quality control is one of the key issues in rolling technology and is achieved by controlling the variations of the strip thickness (strip profile) during rolling. In this paper, the factor of strip profile control in asymmetrical and symmetrical rolling is discussed in details.

2.1 Effects of rolling parameters on strip shape quality
Figs.2-3 show the exit strip profiles and the rolling force under different work roll crossing angle. The exit strip profile in asymmetrical rolling and symmetrical rolling (standard 4-high) is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that if the symmetrical rolling process with crossing angle is carried out, the edge buckle is observed. However, the strip profile is roughly flat under asymmetrical rolling with increasing the crossing angle. This is due to the existing of the cross shear region in the roll bite, which makes the rolling force reduce significantly as shown in Fig. 2, and the crossing angle changes the roll gap distribution that leads to the strip thickness distribution in the width direction be constant.
Influence of crossing angle on the strip thickness distribution

Figs. 4-5 show the effects of the work roll crossing angle with different thickness reductions under asymmetrical rolling. It can be seen that the strip thickness profile along the width direction improved significantly as the cross angle increases for asymmetrical rolling with different thickness reductions, but more improved with lower reduction. In addition, lubrication contributed to an improved strip profile. The results show a better-quality strip shape with lubricated sample as shown in Fig. 4. This proves that the work roll crossing system has a capability to adjust the roll gape profile causing the roll gap distribution to be uniformed. Simultaneously, asymmetrical rolling makes the rolling force decrease dramatically in present of lubrication, so the strip profile is significantly improved.
2.3 Influence of crossing angle and shifting of work rolls on the strip thickness distribution

It was found that as the work roll crossing and shifting rolling mill used as a multiple shape control system provides high efficiency profile control devices. The influence of the work rolls crossing and shifting on strip profile under asymmetrical rolling condition was analyzed as shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the strip profile changes toward flat shape when changing the work roll axial shifting value, and the strip profile becomes more improvement when the crossing angle increases with different reductions. This could be a result of modifying the roll gap profile by crossing angle and simultaneously the roll bending improves as the shift amount of roll stroke increases.

Fig. 7 shows the metric of crown and edge drop were used to evaluate the strip profile. The strip crown C₃ was defined as the variation value between the thickness at the strip centre and the thickness at a 5mm distance from the edge, and the edge drop Cₑ was defined as the variation value between the thickness at 35mm distance from the strip edge, and the thickness at the 10mm distance from the strip edge. It can be clearly seen that both C₃ and Cₑ decrease with an increase of the roll crossing angle and shifting value, which was attributed to the fact
that the transverse flow of the metal was controlled with crossing angle, and the roll shifting controls the strip shape and crown by improving the bending roll effect, to reduce the edge drop of the strip.

![Fig. 6 Strip profile for crossing angle and different shifting values in a symmetrical rolling. (a) 20 % thickness reduction and (b) 30 % thickness reduction](image)

![Fig. 7 Strip crown Cc (a) and edge drop Ce (b) for different crossing angles and shifting values in a symmetrical rolling.](image)

3. Conclusion

The effect of the rolling parameters: work roll crossing, work roll shifting, asymmetrical rolling with different thickness reductions on strip profile during thin strip rolling were studied. The exit strip profile for cold rolling of thin strip was systematically estimated considering the work roll crossing, axial work roll shifting and the combination of the work rolls crossing and shifting using a 4-high asymmetrical rolling mill. Experimental results show that the work roll crossing angle provides improved strip shape by modifying the roll gap distribution caused by load variation. The strip profile is nearly flat under asymmetrical rolling with an increase of crossing angle and axial shifting value with lower reduction. Additionally, asymmetrical rolling provides improved efficiencies by reducing the rolling forces. By reducing the rolling force, roll wear and subsequently
maintenance costs can be reduced. The practical application has demonstrated that the combination of the work rolls crossing and shifting during asymmetrical rolling can effectively improve the strip profile.
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